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What is this campaign all about?
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The BAL campaign is about every attendee at FCC participating in
establishing a Godly Legacy in their life. This is accomplished through
the ministries they will participate in, as well as the stewardship
principles they will live by.
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Are we building a new building?
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Part of the campaign is focused on raising enough funds over a 3-year
period of time that we can add space that will offer us more
opportunities to accomplish our ministry goals. This new structure and
remodel project is estimated to cost nearly $1.2M.
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What was our total amount pledged last weekend?
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Our pledged amount stands at just under $1,100,000! That is
absolutely a miracle amount! We are so blessed!!
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Yes. We will receive cards anytime through March and beyond. As new
families come to our church, this vision and mission will be shared with
them as a part of our “new attendee luncheons” and opportunities to
get involved will be offered.
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At the church, make sure to use a giving envelope and put your name
and account designation on it. “Legacy” or “Building Fund” will help us
differentiate between “Tithe” or “Regular Giving.” When giving online,
please select “Building A Legacy Campaign” under the various account
designations.
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You may begin your giving toward our Legacy Campaign immediately
through the end of February 2019.
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Please do not shift your current giving toward our new capital campaign
goals. Our ministries need your consistent giving in tithes to continue
operating the way they are. Legacy Campaign giving should be above
your current giving levels.
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We must have half of the needed funds in hand before we begin with
the other half safely pledged. This could be very soon or this could be a
year from now. That is in God’s hands! Our Board will be keeping the
church informed with updates regularly.
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